Introduction: This paper presents a lifelong learning framework which constantly adapts with changing data patterns over time through incremental learning approach. In many big data systems, iterative re-training high dimensional data from scratch is computationally infeasible since constant data stream ingestion on top of a historical data pool increases the training time exponentially. Therefore, the need arises on how to retain past learning and fast update the model incrementally based on the new data. Also, the current machine learning approaches do the model prediction without providing a comprehensive root cause analysis. To resolve these limitations, our framework lays foundations on an ensemble process between stream data with historical batch data for an incremental lifelong learning (LML) model.
Introduction

Motivation
Using the past acquired knowledge to improve future learning leads to the next generation of machine learning. Lifelong learning mimics incremental and always learning experience of human life. Training a large volume of a historical dataset requires large cluster and expensive infrastructure set up to make the long-running one-shot batch jobs unrealistic on a big data pile. Batch tasks are not agile enough to adapt quickly with each new wave of ever arriving datasets. Hadoop and its de facto MapReduce framework make the learning process wait until a full set of data is collected and hours or even days long batch jobs get completed. On the other hand, streaming learning enables models to get trained and updated after each passing mini-batch of a window. So, the model can catch up to the newest trends faster and with a much smaller cluster size, reducing the infrastructure overhead significantly. But streaming learning gets overwhelmed with a large set of the historical data pool, to begin with. To address the responsiveness issue to the traditional batch model, in this paper, we introduce a mix-model approach through a big data Lambda Architecture that considers batch and stream as two collaborating multi-agent systems. To start with, the batch system saves its learning to the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for later use by stream engine. The streaming system can then update the model incrementally. The streaming model initializes itself with saved learning from the batch by loading the trained model from HDFS into Apache Spark Discretized Stream (DStream). Through a configurable mini-batch of the time window of few hours, the model gets re-trained and at the same time, predicts continually on test data. The updated model through stream engine is persisted and replicated into HDFS at a periodic interval of 6 h to run any ad-hoc batch query. Additional static data can be merged to stored HDFS data by a stream processor and the mini-batch can pick and continue from thereon.
Lambda Architecture
Lambda Architecture (LA) [1] is a simultaneous hybrid processing approach, enabling access to low latency real-time frameworks along with a high throughput MapReduce batch framework over a distributed setup. New data is fed into both the batch and stream layers simultaneously with an objective to serve both real-time events with lowlatency responses while a comprehensive analysis of the data is done through the batch pipeline. See Fig. 1 .
Our contributions
Through the period of the last two decades, there has been significant progress in machine learning algorithms and frameworks. However, much less emphasis was put on how these methods and algorithms can be used to train over an extended period of time to incrementally become more knowledgeable through knowledge retainment and transfer. Also, the current predictive analysis frameworks provide forecasting without much explanation and root cause analysis. We addressed these research gaps between just analytics and more explicit actionable insights through reasoning and a truly lifelong learning platform. The framework is effective in high dimensional big data applications through its Apache spark in-memory data processing capability, unique dimension reduction technique and incremental never-ending learning approach as outlined below:
Lifelong learning model
In this work, we propose a Multi-agent Lambda Architecture (MALA), a collaborative ensemble framework for stream and batch data. Initializing with batch processing results as offset, the framework successively applies (i) a streaming clustering procedure to group the target data points, followed by (ii) a Random Decision Forest Regressor and Classification algorithm to provide reasoning through dynamic root cause analysis, compare between groups and performs forecasting. The model's real-time and batch agents use Spark MlLib APIs. In the MALA framework, a Knowledge Miner (KM) consolidates the past learning with recent stream updates into a Knowledge Base (KB), making the model a Lifelong Learning System.
Streaming clustering through dimension reduction
The objective is to achieve clusters of similar data profiles and isolate the specific clusters for further investigations. The basic idea for an online version of K-Means clustering is to divide the data stream into mini-batch windows and to incorporate knowledge learned in the previous window into the following ones. Hence, in streaming K-means clustering, the model is updated with each rolling window based on a combination between cluster centers computed from the preceding mini-batches and the current mini-batch. The framework further enables the merging of a large static historical data pool with the latest and most updated streaming model. We adapt to a unique dimension reduction method of the feature vector to drastically reduce the model training time. 
Random Decision Forest-based forecasting and root cause analysis
A Random Decision Forest Regressor graph further drills down into each anomalous cluster and provides a comprehensive root cause analysis and prediction for future items. The proposed framework produces the Decision Tree graph in JSON formatted data as well as in a tree structure. A number of optimizations are proposed for the Random Decision Forest model including data sampling, important feature selection, and optimal Decision Tree hyperparameters to improve the training time through reduced data volume without affecting the overall accuracy. We present a unique dimension reduction method of feature vectors enabling quick re-training for clustering and Random Decision Forest through the MALA architecture. With this approach, the batch model creates the offset (or initial point). On each streaming window of the dataset, the streaming model just needs to learn the updated features or corrections during the re-training process.
The two-stage process of the proposed architecture is depicted in Fig. 2 .
Related work
Our work addresses a problem that is analogous to and has gathered attention from several machine learning models such as lifelong learning, incremental learning, multi-task learning, transfer learning, and streaming learning. Thrun [1] first studied supervised lifelong learning through the decade of the 90s. The work explored the information sharing across multiple collaborating tasks through neural network binary classification. A neural network approach to LML was introduced and subsequently improved by Silver et al. through the years 1996 to 2015 [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Cumulative learning is explored in the form of LML which builds a classifier to classify all the previous and the new classes by updating the old classifier [8] . Ruvolo et al. [9] proposed an LML system based on the multi-task learning developed by Kumar et al. [10] . Here, the learning tasks are autonomous and distributed. In the area of Fig. 2 The End-to-end flow of the proposed architecture. The method proceeds in two stages. (i) A hybrid clustering procedure creates a similar data profile and detects outliers. (ii) A Random Decision Forest process creates a decision graph on each anomalous clusters providing reasoning with root cause analysis and forecasting for future items lifelong Unsupervised Learning, Zhiyuan et al. [11] and Wang et al. [12] proposed various lifelong modeling techniques to generate topics from a set of historical tasks and use the past knowledge to develop better topics. A notable application area like the item recommender system using LML emerged [13] . In the field of lifelong Semi-Supervised Learning, a Never-Ending Language Learner is proposed by Carlson et al. [14] and Mitchell et al. [15] . In this approach, through the continuous web crawling a large volume of information is gathered representing entities and relations. A testing scheme for the LML system is proposed by Lianghao et al. [16] , where the incremental learning ability of LML is tested to verify the system becomes gradually more knowledgeable over time through accumulation, transfer of knowledge in each iteration. Leveraging the previous research in the area of LML, our model uses an Incremental Lifelong Learning (ILML) approach through Spark Streaming which initializes itself with batch offset at the starting. We leverage Spark Streaming APIs in our MALA architecture for lifelong learning architecture. Spark Streaming provides an abstraction on streaming datasets called DStreams, or Discretized Streams. DStream is a sequence of data arriving over time [17, 18] . Internally, each DStream is represented as a sequence of RDDs arriving at each time step (hence the name discretized. DStreams can be created from various input sources, such as Flume, Kafka, or HDFS. Once built, they offer two types of operations: transformations, which yield a new DStream, and output operations, which write data to an external system. DStreams provide many of the same operations available on RDDs and additionally provide new operations related to time, such as sliding windows [19] . Spark MLlib library includes APIs for sliding window-based clustering on streaming data.
Datastream clustering widely researched and improved over the years. Among the early works in this area, Guha et al. [20] proposed the STREAM algorithm which produces a constant factor approximation for the k-Median problem in a single pass and using small space. Gupta et al. [21] present a study for outlier detection approaches and case studies for different forms of temporal data. A time decay function that puts variable weights decreasing over time while updating the model is suggested. Our work extends the STREAM algorithm with an enhancement that allows further merging of a large static historical data pool with the latest and most updated streaming model.
Various improvement techniques were proposed for dimension reduction in large scale high-dimensional data. Agarwal et al. [22] present a dimension reduction process for the online learning component where only the limited parameters are learned online and remaining item features are learned through an offline batch process. The model is proved through a recommender system implementation for Yahoo! front page and My Yahoo!. We leverage this approach for the LML system. Apache Spark MLlib implements Random Decision Forest (RDF) for APIs supporting binary and multiclass classification and also for regression models. APIs can handle both numerical and categorical features extending existing MLlib Decision Tree APIs [23] . However, the APIs are computationally infeasible for repeated model re-training with high dimensional data in a streaming setting. To improve the efficiency of the Random Decision Forest algorithm and speed up model updation, we propose online dimension reduction and data sampling technique on Spark DStreams which improves each re-training time by reducing the volume of the training dataset. This paper is the continuation of our previous work on hybrid incremental learning. As a precursor to the current work [24] , first introduces the concept of MALA in the context of Lifelong Learning architecture. Pal et al. [25] further improves the MALA architecture through a novel scheme for reasoning and root cause analysis, streaming hybrid clustering, dimension reduction techniques and in-memory processing capabilities.
Case description
Application scenario
The National Cancer Institute's Genomic Data Commons (GDC) releases the unified data repository for the cancer research community in support of personalized medicine. The repository contains over 32,000 patient cases including clinical data, treatment data, biopsy results, gene expression data, as well as a whole host of other information [26] . This allows accessibility to researchers who want to uncover novel biomarkers and find a correlation between genes and survival.
Personalized cancer medicine is customized to each individual patient's need for chemotherapy or drugs based on patients' specific set of DNA or genes. A cancer patient's pathological tests like blood, DNA, urine or tissue analysis provide a unique signature based on the DNA combinations. Our analysis enables personalized and targeted medications and achieves a therapeutic response based on the thousands of genotype and phenotype parameters.
Data metadata and model training
The patient repository contains over 32,000 patient cases including clinical data, treatment data, biopsy results, gene expression data, as well as a whole host of other information. This allows us to uncover novel biomarkers, and find a correlation between genes and survival. Each patient data comprises thousands of biometric data for each of the patient's DNA/RNA sequencing, gene expression, molecular profile, mutational status, drug therapies, survival length, physical characteristics, etc. There are about 21,000 parameters associated with each of the patients, the majority of which is sourced from gene expression data (> 20,500) and the remaining are other pathological identifiers ( > 100 ). For example, primary human genes influencing prostate cancer patient's overall survival rates are gene HOXB13, MSMB, and CDH1 and the gene expression level in each patient varies with MSMB gene expression level differs between 6 and 15 among all patients in the database. Refer Fig. 3 .
Our model selects the priority of each feature from about 20,000 genotype and phenotype parameters linked with each record in our training dataset and eliminates a significant number of unrelated parameters. Important features as extracted by the model are listed in below Tables 1 and 2 . In our model, we create a truly lifelong learning mechanism by dividing the dataset as 50% for batch data at the initialization and remaining data is ingested at a neverending loop of 30 s sliding window interval. Training and test data volume ratio is kept 80% to 20% with one row relates to one patient records and columns areas mentioned in Tables 1 and 2. The proposed system aims to improve overall survival days by correlating the factors that influence the survivability most. Data is first clustered by a hybrid model of batch and stream. The clustering step isolates the target data points which then proceeds through a three steps process of sampling, feature selection and dimension reduction to built a Decision Tree for reasoning and root cause analysis. Future elements are predicted through Decision Tree Classifier and Regressor for categorical and numerical fields. The repository contains over 32,000 patient cases including clinical data, treatment data, biopsy results, gene expression data, as well as a whole host of other information. There are about 21,000 parameters associated with each of the patients, majority of which is coming from gene expression data (>20,500) and remaining are other pathological identifiers ( >100 ). The objective is to improve overall survival days through root cause analysis and personalized medicine Table 1 Column labels: common genes associated with cancer Proposed ensemble framework: MALA
The proposed system is based on successive streaming clustering and Random Decision Forest Regressor and Classifier process which uses MALA, a Multi-agent ensemble framework. MALA is described in this section, in the following sections we discuss clustering and Random Decision Forest algorithms. MALA is a consolidation framework for stream and batch modules based on the fundamentals of LA. MALA is developed as an extension to the standard LA framework and the MALA framework is our main contribution that extends this line of work. The framework itself with batch processing results for streaming engine to incrementally build on top of batch offset. The framework successively applies a streaming clustering procedure followed by a Random Decision Tree algorithm to provide dynamic root cause analysis and forecasting. The framework enables collaborative, accumulative learning through big data tools and APIs. Streaming and batch components act as a cooperative autonomous Multi-agent system. See Fig. 4 .
Historical Data Store
A large volume static data pool gets ingested, all at once and at a periodic interval, then is processed and written back, using frameworks like Apache Hadoop and Spark. Input data is stored over time in a distributed file system like HDFS, NoSQL databases or Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). The model is trained against the entire data pool. In batch mode, the response time is not a big constraint but rather a design is inclined towards a comprehensive coverage of the data. Historical Data Store (HDS) persists the trained models.
Stream processor
The MALA updates its model on each new wave of incoming data. The streaming model initializes itself with saved learning from the batch by loading the trained model from persistent distributed storage into distributed memory. The continuous data stream updates its model incrementally. The training time largely depends on the mini-batch data size and window length. The duration can vary from a few milliseconds to hours. We use Apache Spark Streaming to create in-memory DStreams from the stored model in HDFS produced by the batch jobs. After each iteration of re-training, the updated model gets persisted into memory and disk. Since the model keeps getting larger, the most recent data is cached into distributed memory and the remaining goes to disk. The amount of distributed memory size is configurable through the Spark configuration file. Stream processing includes filtration of data rows and converting, transforming the ingested flow into structured data.
Knowledge Miner and Knowledge Base
Knowledge Miner (KM) consolidates the past learning with recent stream updates into Knowledge Base (KB). KM is responsible for filtration (eliminating unwanted and faulty records), knowledge aggregation and data governance for monitoring and reporting purposes. Filtration and aggregation logic is ad-hoc developed for a specific case study. In our implementation, KM schedules the Spark batch jobs which create the initial training model spawns the Spark streaming clustering jobs to iteratively re-train the model. KM builds the Decision Tree from JSON formatted data provides visualizations and predictive analytics results by ad-hoc query through a web-based search interface. HDFS is used as the persistent storage option for Knowledge Base.
Streaming incremental learning framework
Successive streaming clustering and a Random Decision Forest Regressor and Classifier use a MALA ensemble framework (discussed in preceding section). The system gets its initial offset (or the starting point) through the batch operation. Thereafter, each minibatch window of stream data needs to re-train the model iteratively. As the data volume grows over time, re-training the entire system on each streaming window becomes computationally infeasible. The proposed framework therefore selectively updates the training model through a dimension reduction method avoiding re-training the entire system.
Problem statement (Cumulative Hybrid Learning): At time t, the system maintains a set of cluster C t = C 1 , C 2 , .., C n with training model M t from a past dataset. Once enough training data is collected for a mini-batch window interval δ t , M t is updated to cover new training model M t+1 . Our objective is to build M t+1 with minimum latency by selectively re-training a specific cluster.
(Lifelong Machine Learning (LML) through MALA Architecture: At any point of time t, the learning system has performed n training tasks τ 1 , τ 2 , ..., τ n on past datasets D 1 , D 2 , ..., D n . On arrival of the new streaming set D n+1 the training system uses the past acquired knowledge stored in the knowledge base to help learn the current task τ n+1 .
After accumulation of knowledge τ n+1 , the Knowledge Base is iteratively updated (Fig. 4) . The updating involves selective re-training, remove inconsistency, and updating metadata. The learning system updates the current model M t to M t+1 , that can cluster new data D n+1 into an existing old cluster or form an unseen new cluster. The steps involved are summarized as below:
1. Searching for the similar cluster in C t that is similar to new dataset D n+1 . Create a separate cluster from the clusters in C t . 2. An incremental clustering procedure groups the dataset through the dimension reduction method ("Streaming clustering step" section). 3. The Random Decision Forest algorithm further drills down into each group for comparison between groups and provides reasoning through a Decision Tree graph and predicts each future elements ("Decision tree and Random Decision Forest step" section).
Streaming clustering step
Under the streaming setting, in the bounded small space S, data is accessed through a linear scan (i.e. only once and viewed in order). Established methods for producing a reasonable streaming learning algorithm can be applied here including [27, 28] . The batch version of the k-means algorithm provides an offset (or initial point) for the streaming learning to update the model iteratively. Algorithm:
1. Divide S into n disparate pieces a 1 , . . . ,a n . 2. For each i, find O (k) centers in a i , allocate each element in a i to their closest cluster center according to the Euclidean distance function. 3. Let C is the O (nk) center computed in (2), while each center c ǫ C is weighted by a number of points allocated to it. 4. Cluster C to get k number of cluster 5. For every streaming window, re-compute new cluster centers using:
where n t is the historical data set and c t is the old cluster centroid. m t is the newest data points and x t is the cluster center computed with new data points. α is the decay factor. With α = 0 , only the latest window dataset is used; for α = 1 , an entire historical dataset is used.
Decision tree and Random Decision Forest step
A collection of Decision Trees is generalized to form a more powerful algorithm as Random Decision Forests. The flexibility of Random Decision Forests makes these worthwhile to examine in our dataset. For the number of n features in the dataset, there is 2 n − 2 possible decision rule (all subset except the empty set and entire set). This leads to the possibility of creating a few billion decision rules for even moderate size data. These decision rules use several heuristics to select the top n decision rule as described below in the steps for constructing a Random Decision Forest:
(1) c t+1 = c t n t α + x t m t n t α + m t (2) n t+1 = n t + m t Pal et al. J Big Data (2019) 6:108 Step 1. Sampling training subsets n subsets are sampled from the raw training dataset S using Spark MLLib stratified sampling methods [29] . providing a fraction of sample size and a random seed. For instance, from the patient dataset, men and women patients can be sampled as gender being the key in sampleByKey() method.
Step 2. Important feature selection
Decide how much each feature contributes to the final prediction through Spark fea-tureImportances API [29] . Find the list of the important features over the sampled dataset in the previous step. For a tree ensemble model, Spark RandomForest.feature-Importances [30] finds the importance of each feature from about 20,000 genotype and phenotype features associated with each record in our training dataset and eliminate a significant number of unrelated parameters. The method generalizes the concept of Gini Importance for approximating the independent target variable.
Step 3. Dimension reduction of feature vector
We present a unique dimension reduction method of feature vector enabling quick re-training through MALA architecture discussed in the previous section. With this approach, the batch model creates the offset (or initial point). On each streaming window of the dataset, the streaming model just needs to learn the updated features or corrections during the re-training process. Let p it be the feature vector of item i at time t and let q it latent factor vector of item i at time t. Then expected training model M at time t is:
where b and A are the regression weight matrix learned through the offline training process. p ′ it b + p ′ it A provides an initial offset for the online training process. Suppose q it consists of a k-dimensional linear subspace extended by the columns of a random projection matrix B r×k (r ≫ k) that is,
The online component only learns a k-dimensional vector δ i To eliminate numerical illfitting during computations let us assume, δ i ∼ MVN (O, σ 2 δ I) where MVN denotes the multivariate normal distribution [22] and σ 2 is the variance of noise in actual data. Marginalizing over δ i , it is evident that q it ∼ MVN (O, σ 2 BmathnormalB ′ ) . Because rank(B) = k < r , then the probability distribution in a lower-dimensional subspace extended by the columns of B . It is usually better to go with a model which assumes q it = Bδ i + ǫ jt , where ǫ jt ∼ MVN (O, τ 2 I) is an error of the model after the k-dimensional linear projection. The process eliminates the rank inadequacy and the distribution of q it ∼ MVN (O, σ 2 BmathnormalB ′ ) + τ 2 I) .
In spite of the model's easy compatibility with Gaussian response, due to the model's computational overhead to the our current model, we assume τ 2 = 0 . So, 
Step 4. Constructing the Decision Tree
The Decision Tree is built using the C4.5 algorithm. Primary improvements with C4.5 over the ID3 algorithm are the pruning technique and the capability of handling continuous attributes, null values, and noisy data [31, 32] . In the building process of the tree, for each set of n important features decided in the previous step, select the feature f i with the highest normalized information gain on splitting on the feature as the root. Once a feature f i is selected as the root of a node, the remaining nodes create the children by recursively calling C4.5.
Sampling n training subset (line 6): n subsets are sampled from the raw training dataset S using the Spark RDD sampling method. For instance, the dataset can be sampled based on gender, age group or patient genetic type. 
Implementing Random Decision Forest through Spark APIs
The Random Decision Forest prediction is based on the weighted average of each tree's predicted values. For our current dataset, the Random Decision Forest prediction is based on the weighted average on most probable values from each tree and computing the most likely value out of it. On the implementation level, the Spark Random-ForestClassifier API is used to build the Random Decision Forest model for categorical features. We have used Spark RandomForestRegressor APIs for numerical features. See "Discussion and evaluation" section for detailed results for numerical and categorical features. The algorithm requires all feature vector to be collected into one column. We use VentorAssembler as a DataFrame transformer within the Spark MlLib pipelines API to build the initial Decision Tree feature vector as the training dataset. The classifier model's return type is DecisionTreeClassificationModel as MLLib API transforms the data frame and the return value contains predictions as objects. A MulticlassClas-sificationEvaluator computes the accuracy of classifiers with the F1 score representing a weighted average of precision and recall. We also produce a confusion matrix for the quality of the classifier's output. A confusion matrix is n × n where n is the number of possible outcomes. Values across the rows representing real values while predicted values are placed along columns. The entry at row i and column j represent a count the number of times an instance with true category i was predicted as category j. So, the counts for the correct predictions placed along with the diagonal cells, counts for incorrect predictions are placed in the rest of the cells. See Fig. 5 .
Tuning Decision Tree hyperparameters
The following model hyperparameters are tuned to fetch the optimal result: maximum depth, maximum bins, impurity measure, and minimum information gain. Maximum where p i is the proportion of elements of class i out of N available classes. Minimum Information Gain helps to reject candidate decision rules that do not improve the subsets' impurity thus resisting model overfitting. We try a number of combinations of the hyperparameters and report the results. The model is trained and evaluated with two values of each hyperparameters producing 16 models in combination. Each model is evaluated by MulticlassClassificationEvaluator in Spark MlLib API [33] to compute the evaluation results for each of the combination of model hyperparameters in terms of accuracy and F1 Score. The objective is o find the optimal values for maximum depth and maximum bins which are just sufficient but not excessive to improve the training time and could resist overfitting. getEstimatorParamMaps [6] API provides accuracy of each combinations of hyperparameters through a single run. This lets us avoid potential thousands of independent test runs for each combination. Note, CrossValidator APIs can also be used for n-fold cross-validations. But it also induces n times more computation complexity and unsuitable for big data applications. The results for the tests select the best combinations for model hyperparameters. The results reveal the Gini impurity works best at a max depth of 30, along with 55 bins. See Fig. 6 showing the sample screenshot of the tests.
Discussion and evaluation
In this section, we present results for experiments with GDC cancer patient data. We start with clustering results that pivot the focus area through outliers. Random Forest results then drills down further to trace the possible consequences leading to a specific outcome. we provide a comparative study about the model performance against the standard machine learning algorithms predicting categorical and numerical features. We also mention probable limitations of the model and alternative approaches.
Experiment setup
The server setup is shown in 
Results with GDC cancer patient data
Clustering results
Our database is composed of real-world patient data diagnosed with prostate cancer. 50% of the data is used as historical items and remaining data is streamed at a rate of 10 records per 30 s sliding window interval to re-train the model iteratively. Visualizations are rendered through Splunk Machine Learning Toolkit [34] . We base our Spark API based algorithms through the Python for Scientific Computing add-on in Splunkbase [35] . First, the data is clustered for patient profiling and detecting the outliers. Outliers are further analyzed with a Decision Tree for root cause analysis with the ultimate objective to improve the Overall Surviving (XOS) rate. Cluster charts for first biochemical recurrence and Gleason Score with XOS are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 .
The clustering step also detects outliers through distance from the mean computed by the standard deviation ( Figs. 9 and 10) .
The cluster plot reveals that gene expression level along with the Gleason score has a strong correlation to be diagnosed with prostate cancer but no correlation to overall survival days. Figs. 11 and 12 shows the overall survival by target gene TP53 when the Gleason score is categorized into 3 groups (6-7, 8, and 9-10).
We remark that the clustering methods provide an efficient and actionable grouping and detect the outlier for the patient profiles. Subsequently, the anomalous behavior is correctly summarized in the outlier chart. The efficiency of the process gets improved over time with the incremental lifelong learning approach. Figure 10 shows an explanation for outlier detection. Therefore, in summary, the prototype is said to provide a robust estimation. 
Random Decision Forest results
The Random Decision Forest (RDF) Regressor graph further illustrates possible consequences leading to a specific Overall Survival value. Figure 13 shows the Decision Tree splitting process for the portion of the tree. From the tree, it appears that there are significantly contributing genotypes, phenotypes, and other clinical parameters. For instance, days to first biochemical recurrence is an influencing attribute clearly dividing the data pool. A similar conclusion is derived for genes like KFF6 or LRP2. Overall survival by cancer-causing gene TP53TG35 along with Gleason scores clustered into 3 groups (6-7, 8, and 9-10). The data is clustered by the proposed hybrid streaming clustering step discussed in "Streaming clustering step" section. Prostate cancer patients have a much higher probability of TP53TG35 gene expression level between 0.5 to 3 with a Gleason score between 6 to 7 Figure 14 provides a comparison between influent human genes contributing towards lower Overall Survival (XOS) in days. A Random Decision Forest classifier detects the commonly present genes among prostate cancer patients, this chart facilitates further breakdown by ranking among the available gene pool.
Random Decision Forest provides reasoning through the Decision Tree graph to do the root cause analysis for every anomalous cluster detected by the previous clustering step. We observe the overall survival rate positively influenced if Gleason score < 7 , if the sample type is not the primary tumor, the patient did not receive radiation therapy and days to biochemical recurrence > 200 as identified by the red lines in Fig. 15 .
The Decision Tree is shown in Fig. 15 and it accurately indicates the Gleason score as a contributing factor for the overall survival days (see red lines). Figure 16 by the Random Decision Forest algorithm further proves a Gleason score between 6 and 9 has a much lower survival rate of fewer than 1000 days. Finally, a Kaplan-Meier estimator plot [36, 37] is presented based on the Random Decision Forest algorithm. The estimator of survival is given by Eq. 6.
where d i and n i are the number of deaths and survival at time t 1 . See Fig. 17 .
Model comparisons
Several experiments are conducted comparing the proposed MALA model with a Decision Tree Regressor, Kernel Ridge, Elastic Net, Ridge, Linear Regression and Lasso models for numeric field predictions. Models are compared in terms of R 2 statistics and RMSE. In general, higher R 2 and lower RMSE signify the model fitting the data better. Results are presented in Table 4 . Model prediction accuracy for (6) Fig. 13 The Decision Tree split process. Part of the tree is displayed here. The information gain for each feature variable is calculated. The feature with the highest information gain is chosen as the root and splitting node. In each node, information gain is shown as a value along with impurity level which is measured after each split. The process is iterated until the leaf nodes are generated categorical fields is presented in Table 5 . In categorical forecasting, the proposed MALA model is compared with GaussianNB, Bernoulie NB, Decision Tree Classifier, SVM and Logistic Regression in terms of Precision, Recall, Accuracy, and F1 Score. A good model is supposed to exhibit higher values for all comparison parameters. The split for training and test dataset was 50% for both the experiments. Since MALA uses both batch and stream data to fit its model, 50% of the training dataset is used to train at batch setting and the remaining used at streaming setting. We report actual vs. predicted Line Chart and Scatter Chart (Fig. 18 ), Residuals Line Chart and Residuals Error Histogram (Fig. 19 ) for comparative models. Lower values in the Residuals Line Chart and Residuals Error Histogram should prove good model predictions.
The classification accuracy for MALA is 4% greater than SVM, 29% greater that Bernoulie NB and more than 30% greater than all other algorithms. In terms of regression RMSE, the proposed model is 4% better than the Elastic Net, 37% better than the Decision Tree Regressor and more than 40% better than the rest of the algorithms. Furthermore, due to the lifelong incremental learning capabilities, the proposed model significantly improves over time without adding latency in training time. Therefore, compared with comparative models, MALA improves classification and regression accuracy significantly for multiple scales and parameters.
Results analysis
The proposed framework provides reasoning through dynamic root cause analysis. Thus, the model's overall success largely depends on the accuracy of reasoning illustrated through the decision graph. For instance, the Gleason score categorized into 3 groups (6-7, 8, 9-10) has a major influence on the overall Survivability (XOS). To verify the claim, we first plot the probability distribution of XOS to identify if XOS follows a normal distribution through the Lilliefors test [38, 39] . See Fig. 20 .
The result h is 1 if the test rejects the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level, and 0 otherwise. from the Lilliefors test, we reject the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level. Therefore, XOS does not satisfy normal distribution. Given that XOS does not satisfy normal distribution, we should use other methods to find if the Gleason score has an influence on the overall survival. Hence, we choose a Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [40, 41] to validate if the Gleason score has an influence on the overall survival rate. Kolomogorov-Smirnov test determines if two one dimensional probability distribution curve differs. The null hypothesis is: Gleason score groups (6-7, 8, 9-10) does not have any influence on the overall survivability. The objective here is to deny the null hypothesis and prove the model's reasoning favorably. We call: (7) functions for two samples. The populations may differ in the shape of the distribution, variability or median. However, in our test, the correlation seems to be tenuous with relatively bigger p values.
Limitations of the proposed model
The framework has the limitation of managing the identical code base for batch and stream layer which yields the same results. This code redundancy may lead to a typical code sync problem since changes in one layer (batch or stream) requires to reflect back the changes to another layer. Also, comparing accuracy, our model would be no superior to the batch only model when trained on the same data volume. But Incremental Lifelong Learning framework gradually improves the prediction accuracy over time and with additional data. One of the shortcomings of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is that it may not be very powerful since it is modeled to be responsive against every possible kind of deviations between two sample distribution functions. As an alternative to Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, Area Under The Curve (AUC) measure [42, 43] can also adopted to quantify the efficiency of the proposed model in distinguishing different Gleason Score groups.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an ensemble framework of stream and batch data for incremental lifelong learning. The proposed framework successively applies the first streaming clustering technique and then Random Decision Forest Regressor and Classifier to isolate anomalous patient data and provides reasoning through root cause analysis by feature correlations with an aim to improve the overall survival rate for patients with prostate cancer. While the stream clustering technique creates groups of patient profiles, RDF further drills down into each group for comparison and reasoning. The proposed MALA architecture retains the past learned knowledge and transfers to future learning. The model is able to update the dimension-reduced feature set in every streaming sliding-window without requiring to rebuild the entire training set from scratch. With the arrival of new datasets over time, the model quickly retrains itself and iteratively becomes more knowledgeable. The Random Decision Forest rule provides the root cause analysis through Decision Tree graphs for only on the anomalous cluster extracted by the clustering rule, removing unnecessary data clutter and pivoting the exact problem domain faster. The proposed Decision Tree contains a relatively complex optimization structure, and capable of predicting the profile of future patients. The Decision Tree, however, is erroneous in a few instances for root cause analysis and forecasting. The classification and regression error in the Decision Tree often arises from null entries in patient genotype and phenotype parameters. In the future, we plan to engage oncologists and clinical pathologists along withC work in practice. 
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